
 

 

Reach Beyond Messaging Resource Sheet 

The Call to Reach the Unreached 

While Christianity is the fastest growing religion in the world, there are still places where two 

percent or less of the people have ever heard the name of Jesus. In fact, more than 2.5 billion 

people are unreached with the gospel. That means these lost men, women and children  have 

never had the opportunity to hear about the God who loves them and who wants to spend eternity 

with them in heaven.  For you and me, Jesus is our Savior, Lord, and friend.  But for people in 

places like Thailand, Indonesia, Romania and Congo, Jesus is not a part of their world.  Our 

heart response to this tragedy should lead us to reach beyond and present the love and hope of 

Jesus Christ to people He died for.  We call this the 2% Solution.  STATION is committed to this 

effort, and we invite you to join us in this powerful movement of God.   

Reach Beyond Movement Goals 

Increase the percentage of unreached people groups who know Christ.  For instance, in 

Nepal, the percentage of believers has grown from under 2% to over 5%, as local believers are 

planting churches and local radio stations, as well as implementing community development 

initiatives in Jesus' name.  In one remote area, Reach Beyond recently joined with local believers 

to build a birthing center to curb the drastic infant mortality rates, demonstrating the love of 

Jesus and opening doors to declare Him to the families they serve. 

Equip local believers to reach out in their own communities using radio, new media and 

healthcare as tools for evangelism and discipleship.  Such as in Thailand, where the nation's 

pastors and Christian leaders have come together to plant 8,000 churches and 100 radio stations 

in this Buddhist country by 2020.  They are halfway to their goal, with the hope of transforming 

their country, which is less than 1% Christian. 

Mobilize millions of believers in the U.S. who will commit to pray for and give to projects 

and efforts to reach the unreached in strategic places around the world.  For instance, across 

North Africa and the Middle East, Reach Beyond broadcasts the gospel into Muslim homes in 

some countries where the numbers of Christians is merely in the hundreds.  More than 1.5 

million people a week listen, mostly secretly, to programming that presents the love of Jesus 

Christ.  It's first time they've heard this life-giving message. 

Support and honor those who are risking their lives to reach the 98% unreached in 

dangerous and resistant parts of the world.  In these countries, Reach Beyond partners ask for 

prayer for boldness, not protection.  They are burdened for their people and they are engaged in 

media and healthcare to share the love of Jesus and change a person's destiny.  They cannot 

resource their gospel work from within the country, and need us to commit to provide those 

resources. 



 

 

Support and pray for projects that specifically introduce young people to Christ and teach 

them to share His name for generations to come.  This will change the future of a country, 

with the potential of turning it from unreached to reached in future generations.  In most 

unreached countries, young people under the age of 25 make up the majority of the population.   

Demonstrate the love of Jesus Christ through human care in unreached regions that have 

few or no resources to enhance their living conditions.  Medical services, clean water 

programs, vaccinations, birthing centers, counseling centers and hygiene are some of the basic 

services Reach Beyond empowers and resources its indigenous partners to provide.  For 

example, in Ghana, Africa, Reach Beyond works side by side with our local partner to bring 

mobile medical clinics to remote areas, providing basic healthcare that leads to opportunities to 

share the gospel. 

 

Your Response 

Is your heart softened to reach the unreached with the love of Christ -- the greatest news ever 

announced?   Your response to the challenge of the 2% Solution is vital to the fulfillment of the 

Great Commission.  We long for the day when a gaze across the expanse of heaven reveals 

thousands worshipping in God's presence because of the mission He gave us to accomplish at 

this moment in eternity.  Join STATION and our listeners in responding to this calling.   

Your First Step 

Sign the Reach Beyond Manifesto.  Declare with STATION and tens of thousands of other 

believers, "We refuse to stand idly by as people enter eternity without Christ when we can share 

the message that transforms them."  (Reach Beyond Manifesto, Article I)  Read the complete 

Manifesto and sign it online as your first step in being part of the 2% Solution. 

 

Our goal at STATION is for ________ of our listeners to sign the Reach Beyond Manifesto this 

week. 

 

Conclusion 

 

For the past 83 years, Reach Beyond (formerly HCJB Global) has been taking the Gospel to the 

hardest places in the world as the voice and hands of Jesus, through media and healthcare.  The 

Reach Beyond Manifesto reflects that calling and is a direct challenge for you to respond. 

 

 

 


